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Abstract
A growing trend over the last few years is storage outsourcing, where the concept of third-party data warehousing has 
become more popular. This trend prompts several interesting privacy and security issues. One of the biggest concerns with 
third-party data storage providers is accountability. This article, critically reviews two schemas/algorithms that allow users 
to check the integrity and availability of their outsourced data on untrusted data stores (i.e., third-party data storages). The 
reviewed schemas are provable data possession (PDP) and proofs of retrievability (POR). Both are cryptographic protocols 
designed to provide clients the assurance that their data are secure on the untrusted data storages. Furthermore, a conceptual 
framework is proposed to mitigate the weaknesses of the current storage solutions.
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Introduction

Initial research into cloud storage technologies/solutions 
were aimed at providing authentication and integrity. They 
were mainly focussed on how to efficiently and securely 
return the complete and correct response to a client’s 
query. ‘Authenticity and Non-Repudiation of the answer to 
a database query’ [10]. Then the focus is shifted to, how 
to query encrypted data efficiently and securely. In a study 
titled ‘Secure Conjunctive Keyword Search over Encrypted 
Data’ the authors researched how users can efficiently and 
securely retrieve encrypted documents using conjunctive 
keyword searches [16]. The proposed scheme in the above 
study provides the server a capability that allows the server 
to identify exactly those documents that matches conjunc-
tive keywords”.

With the wider usage of untrusted third-party data 
stores, it is important to ensure that data is not tampered 
with (ensure integrity) and data availability (it can recover 
the data with small file corruptions). This article, critically 
reviews two fundamental schemas/algorithms namely prova-
ble data possession (PDP) and proofs of retrievability (POR) 
that allow users to check the integrity and availability of 
their outsourced data on untrusted data stores (i.e., third-
party data storages). The reviewed schemas are both cryp-
tographic protocols designed to provide clients the assur-
ance that their data are secure on the untrusted data storages. 
These two fundamental PDP and POR schemas do have dif-
ferent responsibilities. The main aim of PDP is to ensure that 
the client file is intact and has not been tampered, whereas 
POR main aim is to guarantee that the client can retrieve the 
file even with small file corruption. Both have real-world 
usage and is critical for today’s data-centric world.

The main issue that these schemes attempted to solve is 
how to frequently, efficiently and securely verify that the 
client data are intact and able to retrieve the file if needed 
even if the file is corrupt. And also the ability to perform this 
verification without checking the entire file.

The differences between PDP and POR schemas are 
becoming insignificant with each new iteration or extensions 
to the original schemes reported in recent literature. This 
article demonstrates the differences and weaknesses in both 
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approaches and proposes a conceptual model as a building 
block for further research in this domain.

This research aims to identify the current algorithms 
in use in the cloud storage space. The two algorithms this 
article will critically analyse are provable data possession 
(PDP) and proofs of retrievability (POR). The reasons these 
algorithms were chosen are because they are closely related 
to each other and are critical in today's data-centric world.

This research consists of two main objectives:

1. Conduct a critical literature review on provable data pos-
session (PDP) and proofs of retrievability (POR).

2. Based on the critical literature review conducted (based 
on the strength and weaknesses identified of modern 
cloud storages), this research then proposes a conceptual 
model.

This article is separated into three sections. The first sec-
tion critically discusses provable data possession (PDP) 
and proofs of retrievability (POR) schemas, then the pro-
posed conceptual model based on the previous findings is 
presented in section two, and finally the conclusion section 
summarises the findings.

Research Methodology

The research and data collection methodologies followed in 
this study are elaborated below. Inductive research approach 
is mainly used since the aim is to propose a conceptual 
framework based on the analysis of sample literature. The 
review is carried out using the publicly available, secondary 
data sources which discuss different aspects of validating 
and recovering data from an untrusted third-party storage 
provider. The main data sources used in this review are 
SCOPUS library, Web of Science (WoS) citation database, 
ACM library, IEEE Xplorer, Google Scholar, Researchgate, 
etc. A number of keyword searches were used to find rel-
evant studies and reviews necessary to answer the research 
questions of this article. The main keywords combinations 
included “Data integrity”, “Cloud storage”, “data retriev-
ability”, “validating data”, and other relevant key words. An 
exclusion criterion was not used.

As for the schemas, they were selected for an analyti-
cal review based on the number of references found based 
on all the keyword combinations. In addition to the above 
keyword search by the authors, recommendations by pre-
viously published research, tutorials, surveys and reviews 
were used to select the schemas to focus on this review. The 
PDP and POR schemas have been analyzed, discussed and 
summarized. The academic papers from the literature for 
each schema were ordered chronologically, and where cho-
sen due to the contribution they made to the overall schema, 

and where found due to the amount of journal papers that 
referenced them.

Review of PDP and POR Schemes

Provable Data Possession (PDP)

Provable data possession (PDP) is a way to give the tenants 
a means to verify that their data, stored at untrusted storage 
is intact and has not been tampered with, without requiring 
the tenant to download the actual data.

A brief general overview of the PDP model is that the 
client pre-processes the data and sends it to and untrusted 
data store, while only keeping a small amount of metadata to 
use later. The client can then later ask the storage provider to 
prove that the data they sent has not been tampered with or 
deleted. All without requiring the file to be downloaded. [12]

Provable Data Possession Review

In 2007, authors in [17] presented a new type of scheme that 
they called ‘Provable Data Possession’ or PDP for short. 
The proposed scheme allows tenants who have stored files 
on an untrusted storage a means of verifying that their data 
is intact and has not been tampered with without requiring 
to download the actual file. This is very much important in 
current context where users store data in a number of third-
party data storages (e.g. Google Drive, OneDrive, DropBox, 
etc.).

The main goal of this scheme is to be able to check the 
integrity of files as quickly as possible. It performs this using 
a minimal amount of metadata (which the tenants stores).

Following figures (Fig. 1 PDP pre-process and store dia-
gram and Fig. 2 PDP verify server possession diagram) dem-
onstrate how this schema works. Figure 1 PDP pre-process 
and store diagram illustrates the process of sending a file 
to the untrusted source, and Fig. 2 PDP verify server pos-
session diagram shows how to verify the file on the server.

The pseudo code for preparing the file for uploading to 
the server is listed below.

1. Client breaks down the file into n blocks (F1, F2,…, Fn).
2. Client pre-process the file (F’1, F’2,…, F’n) and gener-

ates metadata (M).
3. Metadata (M) is stored at the client side.
4. Client transfer the pre-processed file F’ to the server.
5. Client deletes the local copy of the file.

The pseudo code for verification of the file listed below.

1. Client issues a random challenge (R) to the server to 
establish that the server has retained the file.
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2. The client requests that the server compute a function of 
the stored file.

3. Server sends back the response (P, the proof of posses-
sion) to the client.

4. Using its local metadata (M), the client verifies the 
response.

In the original paper [17], authors reviewed previous 
work on similar protocols but found that they had several 
drawbacks such as

• Require expensive service computation or communica-
tion over the entire file [14] and [9].

• Linear storage for the client.
• Do not provide security guarantees for data possession.

The main drawback to the PDP scheme proposed is that it 
only applies to static data. Which means if the client wishes 
to modify the data, they will have to run through the PDP 
scheme again from the start.

Ateniese, et al. has developed a dynamic PDP schema 
called Scalable PDP [3]. That allows somewhat limited 
dynamic data, meaning it enables appending, modifying and 
deleting blocks but does not allow inserting blocks.

The above scheme consists of two main phases namely 
setup and verification (also called challenge in the literature) 
[3], much like Guiseppe et al. schema [17]. But the new twist 
that the authors added to the PDP area is the idea of creating 
all future challenges during the setup phase and then store 
the pre-computed answers as metadata on the client [12]. 
“the owner (i.e., OWN) generates in advance t possible ran-
dom challenges and the corresponding answers” [3]. Due to 
this approach, it limits the number of updates and challenges 
the client can perform. It also has a side effect of preventing 
the possibility of block insertions anywhere, and only allows 
the clients to append its blocks.

The authors recognise this limitation by stating “one 
potentially glaring drawback of our scheme is the prefixed 
(at setup time) number of verifications t” [3]. They go on to 
say that the only way to increase the number of challenges 
and update would be by running through the setup phase 
again, requiring the client (OWN) to retrieve the entire file 
(D) from the server (SVR). But this approach would be prob-
lematic and impractical for large files.

Erway et al. [12] released a research paper in 2009 titled 
‘Dynamic Provable Data Possession (DPDP)’ which was 
built upon the provable data possession model (PDP), 
which extends the functionality of it to support deletion, 

Fig. 1  PDP pre-process and 
store diagram

Fig. 2  PDP verify server pos-
session diagram
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modification and insertion of data. This is a significant 
improvement compared to prior work. Their work was 
released shortly after the proposed schema by Ateniese, et al. 
[3]. Both papers built upon the earlier work of Guiseppe 
et al. [17]. But the main difference between the scalable 
PDP [3] and the DPDP [12] is that Ateniese et al. [3] uses a 
random oracle model whereas DPDP scheme is “provably 
secure in the standard model” [12]. Authors go on to demon-
strate the differences by creating a summary table comparing 
PDP [17], scalable PDP [3], DPDP I, DPDP II [12].

A number of improved PDP schemas have been reported 
in the recent literature [6, 19, 23, 26]. However, they all 
bare the same characteristics of original works as discussed 
above.

Discussion

Provable data possession is essential for being able to prove 
that the client's file (data) is intact and has not been tampered 
with, without requiring the tenant to download the actual 
data. Above is a detailed history of this schema starting with 
Guiseppe et al. [17]. Every update to the original work has 
its own benefits and drawbacks but with each variation, the 
PDP schemas have addressed most of the original concerns.

Guiseppe et al. [17] was a great starting point for the 
PDP schema and is still remain a viable choice at present for 
verifying archived data that does not need to be modified. 
However, in today’s climate, many organisations store all 
their data on an untrusted server, so there is a need to verify 
dynamic data. This is where Ateniese et al. [3] and Erway 
et al. [12] extends Guiseppe et al. [17] adding the ability 
to efficiently verify dynamic data. Ateniese et al. [3] adds 
the ability to be able to modify and delete without needing 
to run through the entire schema again. But Ateniese et al. 
[3] still has some drawbacks that are discussed in this sec-
tion. Erway et al. [12] goes a step further by also allowing 
block insertions, but they still suffer from small performance 
issues that authors go on to justify.

Proofs of Retrievability (POR)

Proofs of retrievability (POR), is very similar to the PDP 
schema. PDP demonstrates to a client that a server possesses 
the client's file and it has not been modified or deleted. POR 
allows the client to run an efficient audit protocol where 
the server proves that the client's file can be retrieved. POR 
schemes also have the ability to retrieve and fix files that has 
small file corruption with the use of error-correcting codes.

Proofs of Retrievability (POR) Review

The schema proposed by [20] is very similar to the prov-
able data possession schema mentioned in the previous 

Section (section “Provable Data Possession (PDP)”). The 
primary difference is that the proof of retrievability (POR) 
schemas focuses on the means for the client to receive 
proof that their data is begin stored without corruption 
and with the ability to retrieve the entire file even if the 
file has ‘small file corruptions’. This schema much like the 
first iteration of the PDP schema focuses on static storage 
and is designed for archived data.

The schema presented in [20] is relatively straightfor-
ward. It encrypts the file (F) and randomly adds check 
blocks which they have called ‘sentinels’. In this schema, 
the use of encryption renders the sentinels indistinguish-
able from other file blocks [20]. The client then challenges 
the storage provider on these sentinels. It does this by 
specifying the positions of a collection of sentinels and 
then asking the storage provider to return the associated 
sentinel values [20]. If the storage provider modified or 
deleted part of the file (F), there will be a high probabil-
ity that it may also have suppressed several sentinels, and 
will be unlikely to respond with correct file blocks that 
correspond with the sentinels generated during the setup 
phase [20].

To protect against corruption, authors in Juels and 
Kaliski [20] employed error-correcting codes. This is to 
reveal small file corruptions that could be missed between 
sentinels. This means that the sentinels are used to detect if 
a large portion of the file has been modified or corrupted, 
and it would be unlikely to be able to retrieve or repair 
the file. If small parts of the file are corrupted, likely, 
this will not be detected but with the use of the error-
correcting codes, the file will be retrieved and repaired. 
This depends on the strength of the error correction codes 
being deployed with the respective schemas [27].

Figure 3 demonstrates the setup process of the POR 
schema [15]. The main drawback of this process is the pre-
processing/encoding of F required prior to storage [20]. 
The process of embedding sentinels and error-correcting 
codes imposes some computational overhead and cause 
larger storage requirements on the storage provider. There-
fore, this will be problematic for large scale storage of 
data files.

As readers can see from the diagram above (Fig. 3), a 
file is split into blocks (F1 … Fn) and error-correcting code 
(C) is added to each block. The resulting blocks are then 
encrypted using a block cypher. The final step generates the 
sentinels that are applied to the encrypted file.

The above steps are all executed on the client side before 
the file (F*) is transferred to the server.

The sentinels are a small fraction of the encoded file, 
typically 2%, but the error-correcting codes imposes the 
bulk of the storage overhead” [20]. And for larger files the 
associated expansion factor |F˜ |/ |F | can be fairly modest, 
e.g., 15% [20].
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Shacham and Waters [24] have proposed an improvement 
on Juels and Kaliski [20] schema called compact proofs of 
retrievability [24], but their solution is also for static data.

In their paper, authors explained and demonstrated two 
versions of their schema.

1. The first version is built from BLS signatures and secure 
in the random oracle model, which has the shortest 
query and response of any POR system [24].

2. And the second version builds elegantly on pseudor-
andom functions (PRFs) and is secure in the standard 
model, which has the shortest response of any POR sys-
tem [24].

Both are based on a homomorphic authenticator for file 
block, which essentially means that block integrity values 
that can be efficiently aggregated to reduce bandwidth in a 
POR protocol [5]. Juels and Kaliski [20] scheme uses MAC-
Based message authentication, which according to Bowers 
et al. [5] would increase the size of the response. According 
to Bowers et al. [5], if each authenticator is λ bits long, as 
required in the Juels–Kaliski model, then the size of the 
response is λ · (s + 1) bits,, where the ratio of file block to 
authenticator length is s: 1.9. Here s is the size of the file.

The use of homomorphic authenticators rather than 
MAC-based message improves the response length. Homo-
morphic authenticators are explained in more detail by 
Krohn et al. [21], who stated: “It is fast to compute, effi-
ciently verified using probabilistic batch verification, and 
has provable security under the discrete-log assumption”.

The main advantages of this schema [24] over Juels and 
Kaliski [20] are the smaller response length. Furthermore, 

unlike the Juels and Kaliski [20] schema, users are not 
limited in the number of verification they can perform. 
However, Shacham and Waters [24] still have the same 
drawback and that is, it only works for static file archival 
and you are not able to update or modify the file without 
removing the original file and re-uploading.

Bowers et al. [5] scheme improves on the work done 
by Juels and Kaliski [20] and Shacham and Waters [24]. 
Moreover, this schema is a variant on the Juels and Kaliski 
[20] POR scheme, and researchers used it as a starting 
point. Bowers et al. [5] have improved on two key parts of 
a POR system and that is,

• Allowing for higher acceptance of error rate, while still 
being able to retrieve the original file.

• Lower data overhead on the uploaded file.

The error-correcting method that Bowers et  al. [5] 
employed is different from Juels and Kaliski [20] and Sha-
cham and Waters [24]. It used an inner and outer error-
correcting code which allows a higher error tolerance rate. 
Bowers, et al. [5] described the inner and outer code as 
“The two codes play complementary roles, but operate in 
distinct ways and at different protocol layers”. The inner 
code is computed on the fly by the server; therefore, it 
does not create a storage overhead. But it does impose a 
computational burden on the server when it responds to 
client challenges. This is because the server must retrieve 
the selected blocks from the challenge and apply the inner 
code each time.

The outer code has a similar effect to the error-cor-
recting code in Juels and Kaliski [20] and Shacham and 
Waters [24] schemas where it has an insignificant effect 
on the servers computational power, but does increase the 
stored file size, therefore, the outer error-correcting code 
is embedded with the file.

Guo et al. [18] has modified the POR schema to not 
only focusing on data integrity, but data availability when 
there is a server failure. Researchers achieved this by uti-
lising the clouds ability to replicate the data for redun-
dancy. They then adapted the POR schema to ensure that if 
some of replicas are corrupted, the file can still be restored 
by means of the healthy replicas [18]. To achieve this, 
they needed to prove that multiple replicas of the file are 
indeed stored [18].

Authors started by identifying existing solutions for this 
problem such as

• Multiple-replica provable data possession [7, 8].
• Transparent, distributed, and replicated dynamic prov-

able data possession [13].
• Provable multicopy dynamic data possession in cloud 

computing systems [4].

Fig. 3  POR setup process
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• MuR-DPA: Top-down levelled multi-replica Merkle 
Hash tree-based secure public auditing for dynamic big 
data storage on cloud [22].

Based on the review of prior work in the domain, authors 
came to the conclusion that all proposed methods solved 
separate and specific issues but still inadequate for wider 
use. Authors then discussed a viable solution called ‘Mirror’ 
[2]; however, they identified numerous security flaws with 
the implementation.

Discussion

Proofs of retrievability (POR) are essential to proving that a 
client can still retrieve the entire file without corruption. This 
section analysed a number for different POR approaches 
starting with the pioneering work proposed by Juels and 
Kaliski [20]. Much like the start of the PDP schema, they 
too focused on static data, meaning that this schema does 
not support updates. Another drawback of this schema is the 
number of queries the clients can make is fixed, which adds 
a restriction on the lifetime of the scheme.

Then the research (compact proofs of retrievability) pro-
posed by Shacham and Waters [24] advanced the work of 
Juels and Kaliski [20] schema but it too only supported static 
data. The enhancements proposed by Shacham & Waters 
[24] over Juels and Kaliski [20] are two folds, namely,

• Smaller response improved the bandwidth usage.
• The proposed schema is not limited by the number of 

verification users can perform.

The scheme proposed by Bowers et al. [5] is based on the 
works of Juels and Kaliski [20] and Shacham and Waters 
[24] and improves two key parts of the POR system, namely,

• Allowing for higher acceptance of error rate, while still 
being able to retrieve the original file.

• Low data overhead on the uploaded file.

But the POR schemas mentioned above all share the same 
drawback, and that is they only support static files. How-
ever, recent literature has some evidence of dynamic POR 
approaches [11, 25] even though they bare the whole mark 
basic design of the original POR schemes as discussed in 
this article.

The Proposed Conceptual Model

This section presents the proposed conceptual model based 
on the research and review presented in the above sections. 
To create this conceptual model, both strengths and weak-
nesses of both schemas are evaluated. Table 1 Provable Data 
Possession (strengths and weaknesses) and Table 2 Proofs 
of Retrievability (strengths and weaknesses) identify the 
strengths and weaknesses of each approach.

Both models are very similar to each other

• Both rely on metadata being stored on the client.
• Both pre-processes the file on the client.
• Both attempts to limit the size of bandwidth used.

Table 1  Provable data possession (strengths and weaknesses)

Strength Weaknesses

Proves that a file is intact and has not been tampered with You have to decide between flexibility and perfor-
mance

Currently adding the ability of block insertions 
decreases the performance

Does not require downloading the entire file Does not guarantee that the client can retrieve the file
In the later approaches, the schema is more flexible allowing—appending, modifying, 

inserting, deleting entire blocks, without needing to run through the entire process again
Good use of bandwidth

Table 2  Proofs of retrievability (strengths and weaknesses)

Strength Weaknesses

Proves that the file is retrievable (without corruption) Not flexible. Most of the current schemas only work with static data
Fix files with small file corruptions The number of queries the clients can make is fixed, which puts a 

restriction on the lifetime of the scheme
Good use of bandwidth Data expansion due to additional sentinel blocks
Does not require downloading the entire file
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• Both attempts decrease latency and time taking to per-
form the checks.

The differences lie within the goal of each approach, 
which are

• PDP—proves that a file is intact and has not been tam-
pered with

• POR—proves that the file is retrievable (without corrup-
tion).

The conceptual model proposed in this article is a com-
bination of both models with the end goal of the model to 
be able to prove that the file is intact and retrievable. This 
model is based on the PDP model created by Erway et al. 
[12]. The model processes are built on the PDP proposed by 
Erway et al. [12] due to it being the most advanced model 
reported in the literature which has the fewest limitations 
compared to other schemas discussed in this article.

The decision was made to base the conceptual model on 
the PDP model over the POR model. Because the complex-
ity of the PDR model will hinder the simple implementation. 
Therefore, authors decided to implement POR model into 
the PDP model rather PDP into the POR model.

Below are two key aspects to the POR model that differ 
from the PDP model.

1. Blocks which they have called ‘sentinels’.
2. Error-correcting code.

The first is the use of check blocks ‘sentinels’. These 
are blocks of data used to challenge the server at a later 
date. Sentinels are indistinguishable from other file blocks 

and the server will be asked to return specific file blocks 
to prove that the file is retrievable.

Then there are error-correcting codes, these are created 
to protect against corruption Juels and Kaliski [20] and are 
used to reveal small file corruptions that could be missed 
between sentinels.

This means that the sentinels are used to detect if a large 
portion of the file has been modified or corrupted, and it 
would be unlikely to be able to retrieve or repair the file. 
If small parts of the file are corrupted, likely, this will not 
be detected but with the use of the error-correcting codes, 
the file will be retrieved and repaired.

If both of these aspects can be merged into the PDP 
model then the model would have the benefits of both the 
PDP and POR models. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the pro-
posed conceptual model. Much like the other PDP and 
POR schemas, there are two schematic diagrams, first to 
show the pre-processing and upload of the file and the 
other to query the server for the proofs (possession and 
retrievability).

As can be seen, the diagram are remarkably similar to 
the PDP diagrams shown earlier in this article. The main 
difference between the two is the pre-processing of the file 
on the client to embed more information into the file and 
to store slightly more metadata to be able to benefit from 
both approaches.

The pseudo code for preparing the file for uploading to 
the server is listed below.

1. The file is split into blocks (F1 … Fn).
2. Error-correcting code (C) is added to each block.
3. The resulting blocks are then encrypted using a block 

cypher (F’1, F’2, …).

Fig. 4  File upload
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4. The sentinels are generated for the encrypted file (F*1, 
F*2, …).

5. The metadata (M) is generated using the sentinels (i.e., 
F*1, F*2, …) and store the M at the client side.

6. The above steps are all executed on the client-side before 
the file (F*) is transferred to the server.

7. The file is deleted from the client side.

The issues this research foresees is that more research will 
be needed to make the POR model compatible with dynamic 
data before the model can be implemented. At this current 
point of time attempting to merge both approaches would limit 
the model to static data only. An article by Curtmola et al. [7, 
8] added the error-correcting codes to the PDP schema, but 
their research was based on the original PDP schema which 
was only compatible with static data. The other issue is around 
server overhead with both the PDP and POR process adding 
more data to the file it would increase the server overhead and 
bandwidth.

A recent article published by Anthoine et al. [1] has fixed 
one of the main issues identified above (i.e., the POR model 
compatible with dynamic data). Further analysis is needed to 
investigate this new POR approach and identify the strengths 
and weaknesses of their approach. In future research, if the 
new schemes such as the one reported in Anthoine et al. [1] 
have fixed the dynamic data issue with the POR schema, 
authors would investigate the possibility of using the POR 
schema and combining it with the PDP schema the above 
conceptual model is based on.

Conclusion

PDP and POR schemas do have different responsibilities. 
PDP main aim is to ensure that the client file is intact and 
has not been tampered, whereas POR main aim is to guar-
antee that the client can retrieve the file even with small 
file corruption. Both have real-world usage and is critical 
for today’s data-centric world.

Merging both of these schema could have significant 
benefits. Hence, a conceptual model is proposed in this 
article after analysing the pros and cons of existing sche-
mas from the relevant research literature. A previous 
work called ‘Robust remote data checking’ [7, 8] proved 
that this is a possibility. However, these approaches were 
developed issue with there research is that it was devel-
oped quite early in the development of both schema which 
means that it does not support dynamic data, as at the time 
neither of the schema did.

More research is needed to make the POR model com-
patible with dynamic data before the model can be imple-
mented. At this current point of time attempting to merge 
both approaches would limit the model to static data only, 
which would have little benefit over the previous research.

Once POR does support dynamic data attempting to 
merge both schemas should be successful, but this research 
does foresee an issue with server overhead with both the 
PDP and POR process adding more data to the file it would 
increase the server overhead and bandwidth, so further 
research will be needed to make the process more efficient. 
Even though the proposed conceptual model provides a 

Fig. 5  Retrieve proof
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basic framework, further research and experimentation 
will be carried out to implement and test the proposed 
scheme and also to compare its performance with other 
state of the art mechanisms.
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